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THE 1ETZ CHAYIM OF JACOB B. JEHUDAH

OF

LONDON, AND THE HISTORY OF HIS MANUSCRIPT.
IT is becoming every day clearer that the expulsion of
the Jews from England involved also the destruction of
a whole literature. It is true that a few shadowy names
of English scholars have been preserved from annihilation
by being included in the Halachic compilations of German
authors, such as R. Moses of Zurich, and R. Mordecai
b. Hillel; but the names were so disguised and unrecognisable that it needed the scientific work of our day
to refer them to their proper origin, and at least to
determine the position and supply the due designation
of those stars of the first magnitude which once shone
on the Talmudical horizon of "this Island." In the
hands of ignorant writers, who lacked every tLadition of
the names of these authors, it fared ill with the teachers
of Canterbury, of Lincoln, of Norwich, of York, not to
mention the teachers of those less known towns, the
archaic form of whose names renders their identification
absolutely impossible.
We are witnesses to-day of a spiritual resurrection.
Original records and Halachic citations, history and
literature, reciprocally aid each other. Disconnected memVOL. V.
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bers reunite and acquire life; the shadows begin to speak,
like the souls of the dead in Homer in the nether world,
when they have tasted blood. Names which were condemned to glide through the centuries as empty shadows,
and which have hitherto been but meagrely known
through a single Halachic source, find their bearers' souls
are restored to their bodies in some parchment deed
which has been slumbering for more than half a millennium among the archives of England. Many an
inquirer is engaged in the work of identification in
the Morgue of history; it is as on the day of which the
last of the prophets speaks, when the parents shall be
restored to their children and the children to their
parents.
But are we to be content with mere names, which
even though we should know their place, time and connection, reveal to us as little concerning the life of the
spirit which dwelt within them as the most elaborate
cartographic design could do regarding the fruits of the
land it represents? We know to-day that there have
been numerous and extensive works, productions of English
scholars. We are now in the position to enumerate a
respectable list of Halachic authors with the titles of
their works, such as, to mention only a few, the Midrash
of R. Menachem of London, whose son, R. Elia, was also
an honoured teacher of the Law; the Sepher Tannaim,
most probably a work upon the Seder Tannaim veAmoraim, concerning the fixation of the Halacha, by R.
Jomtob, the son of R. Moses of Bristol; the book concerning
the regulations for mourning by R. Meir of England;
the treatise on the ritual laws relating to the use of meat,
by R. Moses of London, who must have made the ritual
a subject of literary treatment; the books of R. Benjamin
of Canterbury, and the writings of R. Berachja and R.
Joseph of Lincoln. Where are all these books? Must
we renounce all hope of ever obtaining more than bibliographical notices of them? Are there no means of finding
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out somethingat least of what they containedand of what
the authorstaught ?
A wonderful chance has brought it about that of this
Halachic literatureof Englandone book at least has come
down to our days; and as if in the midst of accident there
had nevertheless been the exerciseof a carefulforethought
and an actual choicein this preservation,that just such a
book has survived as yields us an insight into the whole
of this literature, an encyclopaedicwork, a Cosmos of
Halacha, in which opportunity was afforded to make
systematicmentionof the work and the conclusionsof the
EnglishRabbisin the developmentof the Jewish ritual and
law. Little could it have been anticipatedby the son of the
precentor of London,Jacob b. Jehudah, the grandson of
the Rabbi Jacob le Long (if I am correctly translating the
name He-Aruch,afterthe analogyof so many Anglo-Jewish
surnamesbefore the expulsion period), when he, in 1287,
three years before the violent end of the MediaevalJewish
history in England,set himself to collect the whole body of
Jewish law in a work consisting of two parts and called
Etz Chayim,that in this work of his not only the conclusion,but the very proof and the only memorial of the
literary activity of the Jews of Englandin the field of the
Talmudwould find its way to succeedinggenerations.
The unique significanceof these literary remains gives
them, apart from their own intrinsic worth, an especial
claim to a publicity, which despite the purpose for which
they were originallyintended,has been denied to them for
six centuries. The book,whose author designed it to be
daily referredto and consulted by his co-religionists,had
scarcelybeen opened,when it was violently closed by the
expulsion of 1290; the blossom was nipped as it was
forminginto fruit. Unlike its brethren of other landscollections and codificationsof Halachic material which
developedinto the class of literary productionsof Judaism
most frequentlyand abundantly utilised-this tree of life
witheredbeforepublicattentioncouldbe directedtowardsit.
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The time for an exhaustive judgment and estimate of
this book will of course not have arrived until the whole
work lies before us in print, when a bare reference to any
passage therein will suffice to enable us to judge of or to
mark its relationship to its sources, its connection with its
predecessors, and the dependent or independent character of
its decisions. Nevertheless, by aid of the survey herewith
provided, the general tendency of the work can be recognised even to-day.
Many years had elapsed, and numerous ineffective
attempts had been made, before the great mass of Halachic
material assumed the definite form which R. Jacob b. Asher
gave it in his Four Turim, and which, owing to its happy
comprehensiveness and natural organic structure, attained
to a kind of canonical value. Whether it was better to
arrange and to summarise the Halacha in its immeasurable
fulness according to single groups, according to precepts
and prohibitions, or according to the tractates of the Talmud, was a question in regard to which opinions were, for a
long time, undecided. But when once Alfasi's reproduction
of the Halachic material, his condensation of the Talmud,
Maimonides' bold and independent re-arrangement and
preservation of the mighty mass in fourteen books, and
finally the original attempt of R. Moses of Coucy to class
the whole of the Jewish Law under positive and negative
precepts lay ready to hand, then it became a question
which any one desirous of resuming the work of enlarging
it by the results of later developments had to decide for
himself, whether he would follow one of these standard
authorities, or would attempt an independent arrangement
of the material. Jacob b. Jehudah of London resolved
upon a new method of arrangement. He divides the whole
into two large groups, which I may classify, in general
terms, as duties of the individual in a restricted sense, and
duties devolving upon him in his intercourse with his
fellow-men. The first and larger class he calls his Sepher
ha-Torah, which is divided into sixty sections, in accordance
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with the old mnemonicon for the Talmudic treatises,
suggested by the verse in Song of Songs, vi. 8. The
second part, which embraces the whole field of interhuman
right and duty, and is called Sepher ha-Mishpat, is divided,
in correspondence with the Biblical phrase concerning the
Divine Word "purified sevenfold seven times" (Psalm
xii. 7) into 49 sections, which, as in the first part, are again
subdivided into chapters. Within the lines of this arrangement the author mostly follows the plan of Maimonides'
Mishnah Torah, in addition to which he is careful constantly
to take note of the observations of R. Moses of Coucy,
whom, as well as his book, he cites under the name of
ha-Darshan.
But while these two works, together with that of Alfasi,
thus form the foundation of the book of our Jacob b.
Jehudah, his task was much less easy to him in regard
to the work of the Franco-English schools, and their
extension of the Halacha. It is one of the most remarkable
features in the intellectual and spiritual history of Judaism
that at a time when Maimonides set himself the task of
imbedding the material of the Halacha in the stone palace
of his mighty work, and thus exposed it to the danger of
losing both life and spirit, a school scarcely known and
suspected by him, of men of the highest gifts in France,
the Tosaphists, were regarding it as their chief aim in life
to resolve this material into its elements, to employ their
acumen in tracing it to its sources, to let tradition pass
through the filter of their criticism, and to introduce
life and movement where petrifaction and dogmatism
threatened to prevail. This school, we now know for
certain, grew, and as it were, renewed its youth in a
number of famous disciples in England. While, however,
the French scholars attached their work directly to the
Talmud, and regardless of the applicability of their decisions to practical life, devoted their attention to all the
treatises of the Talmud equally, the production of the
English scholars (this conclusion, I believe, I am already
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justified in pronouncing) dealt rather with such laws as
touched the actual duties of the individual, and especially
the ritual. From the works of this school, from its glosses
and decisions, it was the aim of Jacob b. Jehudah to make
a selection, and to cull whatever was of their essence, but
had become crystallised, as enrichments of the Halachic
material since the days of Maimonides and R. Moses of
Coucy.
Besides this literature there were also Responsa-which,
as we here likewise learn for the first time, were in current
use also by English teachers-that supplied many of the
decisions incorporated in his work. The Babylonian
Geonim had attained in England, as in the rest of the
Diaspora, canonical authority. Accordingly, we find their
decisions as well as their works-the Halachoth Gedoloth
and the Sidur R. Amram-also in the library of Jehudah
b. Jacob, and constantly referred to by him. Of the authorities of other lands there was only the great luminary,
R. Meir,of Rothenburg, who had long been dispensing light
to the English Jews. True, we knew it already from his
own Responsa, that questions often reached him from
England. But it is the frequent references to his Responsa
by Jacob b. Jehudah which bring home to us for the first
time, how swiftly the recognition of the value of his
decisions had spread to this, the other side of the Channel.
Thus we see how, owing to the industry of Jacob b.
Jehudah, legal codices and the Tosephta, i.e., the mass of
glosses and explanations to the Talmud, known by us as
Tosaphoth, form the two sources from whose junction
flowed the great English compendium of laws Etz Chayim,
the only English compendium which has survived.
Although our author, following the impersonal style of
Jewish writers, has conveyed little information about himself, still we are sufficiently instructed regarding such
points of primary importance as his place and age and
origin. In the introduction he already mentions London as
his home. From London emanates the copy of a bill of
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divorce, perhaps the only one which has been preserved
from the pre-expulsion period; it is embodied in his work
and is annexed as a note to this essay. In his tables of the
calendar, the year 1287, as will be seen below, is expressly
taken as an example, and thus affords a direct indication of
the period of the compilation of his book. Whether Judah
presbiterfil Magister Jac-to the mention of whom in the
taxation list of 1274, Mr. M. D. Davis, of London, has drawn
my attention-was his father (which, having regard to the
coincidence of the Latin and Hebrew names of the grandfather and father, appears to be highly probable), or not,
certain it is that R. Jacob le Long was a personality of repute among the Rabbins and scholars of England, with
whom the grandson was glad to connect himself in order to
recommend both himself and his work.
The only further detail which we are able to add regarding our author we likewise owe to his book. He was
not only a master and cultivator of the study of the Talmud,
but also a friend of Hebrew poetry, following precisely in
the footsteps of those great Tosaphists from whose school
he sprang, and who, in the midst of their arduous and profound Talmudical labours, did not disdain to try their
strength in didactic poems and synagogal hymns.
Whither had our manuscript been wafted when the years
of the expulsion drove it, together with its author or owner,
out of the land? Judging from various additions by a
younger hand that may be noticed in the MS., I presume,
what is moreover in itself highly probable, that it found its
way in the first instance to France. Thence it is most likely
to have been brought to Alsace, a witness and victim of the
expulsion of 1306, to pass on into other German lands,
perhaps into Swabia. The work contains many erasures
and has suffered some damage, but its outside sheets with
their inscriptions, which, as far as it has been possible, I
have deciphered below, testify that the MS. was for many
generations an heirloom in a German family, named Bick.
Manes Bick who is immortalised as the possessor of the MS.,
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was the son of Jacob Israel Bick, who died on Tuesday, the
7th January, 1500, at the age of 52, and of Pess Bacharach
who followed her husband to the grave on Friday,
the 8th October, 1501. Manes, or as his full name ran,
Aaron Gerson, was twice married. His first wife, Tamar
Briunchen; died Thursday, the 25th April, 1482, the second,
Sprinz, died Thursday, the 11th December, 1492. The birthdays of the three children of the first wife are entered by
the husband in the MS. Jacob was born on Saturday, the
17th May, 1477; Seligmann, Monday, the 21st December,
1479; Moses, Thursday, the 21st November, 1481. The
two latter died young; Seligmann, who, notwithstanding his
youthful age, had attained an extraordinary proficiency in
the Talmud, died on Thursday, the 16th January, 1494,
having barely completed his 15th year; Moses, on Monday,
the 11th November, 1493, before the conclusion of his 13th
year. The loss of four other children-he had given the
name of Seligmann to another of his sons-who, as appears,
were swept away simultaneously by a plague, the father
had to enter in his register of death. Other generations of
the same family are entered in the book as its possessors,
very frequently Gershom b. Moses Bick, who can hardly
have been the same whose birth is given as on Sunday,
the 20th January, 1454, but was perhaps the son of that
Moses who signs himself Moses b. Meshullam Bick, as
owner of the codex. The only signature found in the
codex itself, that of the owner Jacob b. Samuel Halevy,
introduces us to the well-known German family of Ginsburg
that settled in Swabia, and threw out branches in Worms,
Frankfort, and even in Poland.
In 1674 we find the MS. already in the possession of
Johann Christoph Wagenseil, professor in Altorf, near
Nuremburg, the most learned student of rabbinical literature among the Christians of his time. How the codex
came into his possession he nowhere gives any indication,
notwithstanding the innumerable occasions on which he
mentions it with expressions of extravagant admiration.
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It is characteristic of the uncritical and unhistorical method
of that time that the possessor, with all his veneration for
his treasure, the darling child of his collection, has no
suspicion of the true value of this relic, whose importance
he only finds in the author's masterly handling of the
Jewish law. Wagenseil does not even know the name of
the author, calls him at the first mention of his name in
his huge quarto, Sota, p. 3, Isaac, and betrays not the
slightest acquaintance with his age and country. The
more lavish is he, however, in expressions of the highest
appreciation of his treasure. He calls it:p. 3. Codicem prorsus inaestimabilem.
p. 4. In nullis satis laudibus depraedicandohoc volumine.
p. 27. Nobilissimus Codex noster.
p. 398. Ex eodem aureo libro.
p. 409. Beneficio optimi MS. Codicis nostri.
p. 424. Testimonium aurei Codicis nostri.
p. 457. Codex noster MS. Ez Hechajim non potest satis
laudari.
Codex noster.
Consumatissimus
471.
p.
p. 545. Ex vere aureo Codice MS. nostro.
p. 551. Optimi Codicis nostri.
p. 563. In pretiosissimo Codice nostro.
p. 582. Ex eodem incomparabile MS. nostro.
p. 917. Ex optimo nostro, totiesque depraedicatoMS.
He never tires of citing it. At pages 8, 16, 35, 52, 149,
205, 271, 282, 295, 381, 384, 391, 396, 397, 451, 456, 580,
584, 587, 595, 682, 775, 905, 909, 914, he quotes shorter or
longer passages out of this favourite book of his. The
fame of the book grew to such an extent, owing to these
quotations and the praises accompanying them, that the
learned men paid pilgrimages to Altorf merely in order, as
Wagenseil reports in the catalogue of his MSS., to inspect
this precious object.
With Wagenseil's other treasures, this MS. also passed
into the possession of the Rathsbibliothek of Leipsic,
where it is preserved as No. XVII. of the Hebrew MSS.
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under the old description, B.H. 14. 40. It was for the first
time scientifically described by Franz Delitzsch in Naumann's Catalogue, p. 283. The unhappy misreading of the
the introduction, as well
name of the place-London-in
as the failure to observe the period of the authorship of
our MS., deprived Delitzsch of the power of duly estimating, nay, even of remotely realising the value of this
unique production. To him the very affection with which
Wagenseil hung upon his treasure was incomprehensible,
and instead of pointing to its unique character, he concludes with the words, "Et nullo modo dignus fuit, qui
tanti a Wagenseilio haberetur, siquidem hujusmodi libris
orbis literarum Judaicas abundantissimusest." The next ill
result of this misleading description was that Zunz, in his
valuable Additamenta, has passed over this very codex
without a single observation, and was thus, as I have
shown in THE JEWISHQUARTERLY REVIEW,Vol. IV., p. 25,

condemned to remain ignorant of the Ritual of England.
Delitzsch himself, unacquainted with the age of his author,
commits the error of confounding the R. I. i. e. Isaac b.
Samuel of Dompaire, the most fertile of all the Tosaphists,
who is mentioned by Jacob b. Jehudah in his preface, with
Jacob b. Asher, the compiler of the Tur'im,of whom our
author could not possibly have had any knowledge.
The fame of the achievements of Jacob b. Jehudah does
not however seem to me to have entirely vanished, even in
the Middle Ages. In the commentary with which R. Moses
of R.
of Zurich enriched the Little Book of Commandments
Isaac of Corbeil, in the so-called Zurich Semak, Zunz has
already (Ritus, 213) referred to passages in which citations are found from a book called Etz Chayim. Zunz had
already conceived the possibility that these quotations
may have been drawn from our book. As the Zurich
Semakof the British Museum was not accessible to me, I
have examined two other codices of this work with a view
to these citations. For, since the time when Zunz discovered the Zurich Semak in London, it has come to light
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in Berlin in Cod. Qu., 3, and is also to be found in an
especiallysuperb MS. in Vienna in Cod. 52. The list of
passages which I annex literatim from the MSS. from
which they have been drawn,will, upon the publication of
Jacob b. Jehudah'sEtz Chayim,help definitely to decide
the question whether it was the English book of this
name that lay before R. Mosesof Zurich.
But Zunz's suppositionthat in the older literaturefour
worksof this title have to be considered,mustbe modifiedto
the extent that there are only three such works,as Chayyim
ben Nissim, concerningwhom Azulai informs us, owes his
existence only to the mistake of a copyist, being, as
N. Coronel already remarks, identical with R. Chayyim
Or Zarua. The greater part of these quotationsare indeed
extractedfromthe bookletof ChayyimOrZarua,the readings
of which can be emendedin some points by the aid of the
MS. citations. But in spite of these agreementsit is not
possible,consideringthe juristic nature of the booklet,that
all the quotations were taken from it, just as little as the
?
yV'3
quotation DWIn

tnm
3

:rW in the Response of R. Jacob

Weil, No. 18, is to be found in this booklet. In his Zur
Geschichte(p. 95), Zunz, who did not know of the existence
of the books with the similar title Etz Chayyim, simply
accepted the theory that the work of our Jacob b. Jehuda
Chasan was meant, a theory which still needs confirmation.
Though even these quotations leave it in doubt whether
the book of the Englishman ever attained wide popularity,
still I can conclusively show, at least by one irrefutable
proof, that this Compendium was read, and that extracts
had been made from it. The verbal correspondence of
several passages cited from the Etz Chayyim in the MS.
of Halachic Collectanea (Cod. Halberstam 345, now in
the Judith College at Ramsgate) with the text of the
Lipzia Uniczumraises beyond all doubt the fact that the
English Mishnah Torah became known among the people
and found attentive readers.

DAVIDKAUFMANN.
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I.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MANUSCRIPT.

The MS. is 12'5 cm. high and 10'5 cm. broad. The portion
covered by writing is 10 cm. in height and 7 cm. in breadth,
the pages being generally divided into two columns. The
number of lines varies between 32 and 43. The writing
throughout is evidently by the clear and practised hand of
a professional scribe. The headings and the numbers of
the chapters are on rare occasions written in red ink. The
passages underlined in green or surrounded by a border are manifestly due to Wagenseil. Traces of ruling,
where they have not been cut away by the knife of the
bookbinder, can frequently be observed in the notches,
amounting generally to 32, on the edge of the leaves. The
uniformly thin and extremely fine parchment, resembling
blotting paper, shows many defects, such as holes, seams,
missing corners, cut out edges, which however scarcely
ever involve a gap in the writing, and must therefore have
been there before the writing was done, and were carefully
avoided by the scribe.1
A regular number of leafs in every sheet of parchment
as in other manuscripts, cannot be found. There are thus
also missing the custodes, i.e., the beginning words of the
following sheet on the foot of the foregoing, and the sheets
reckoning to detect gaps in the MS., is here not applicable.
The pagination in Arabic figures, in the upper and outer
corners of the pages, was probably added by Wagenseil. It
begins after the Introduction, which fills seven columns,
and is continued to page 910, where the MS. closes with

i
the words: in rn

rn^5tlDun
1it 3 ln 3 rvi.

At page 287 of the Calendar occurs the following: mr
'
r"o nw ibi lt7nn1? $ ITnw ^s)n -1in tmnrnV ir mMnnn
1 n P n1
ww
3 '- ' It
$,$
rninn trw NwLii
?$K
tY?
iD
ltv
ID
Delitzsch is therefore in error when he says: "3Multislocis hic codex
curtus, mutilus et laceratus est."
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?y n'pnl"
^mni-n

n pin hiInn niw n'^ nrs 'n Birinii;
' C13 nvwrK:w3nn3 o '"13n n"aIpnn
K3nn
II.

THE INSCRIPTIONS OF THE SUCCESSIVE OWNERS.

On the upper margin of the first leaf, which was stuck
to the wooden corner and had to be removed with force,
are the words: --"t
pIZ nwn 1: wn Iw nr InD,1 nr.
Beneath this is written--Kp3t uD.
Next to the outer margin is the inscription:--n1
UtY1 'V1 D3= K"3 ,~ 61u '"W, and beneath it:-- -in

'I=

I=,

51vn mnnnn I31 y ..n-.-...tir...n..--wQl U16 tr" in
5 41)
'
'r
?5 =, ^n" n: l t3Dinn
a
n'ltm. Near the middle
of the inner margin is the inscription:- -5'5
......
-r
: 1l3t nv, 1,nn3V(:3v
, $KR
'Vrn
nvw.

5i ',v nv' 'n3

Inverse to the upper writing there is, on the lower half
of this side, in a French hand, the formula of a witness's
deposition.
On the last sheet but one of the MS., along the inner
margin, are the following three inscriptions:m wlnnv smi=o
Inmnnr woom
mnmKol,nin
m1nD n rlnn, t 1.
n'p liSn3 erasure '"n5

m D n n3n nir nlonl
nvoJ

nn1
-nin
naninU
s46spT s<^nw,

[K]nrn}mnnzt6

tN6

,w ni nn t*3tz nmn tnnnn Int,7r1rnor 6r$1V pn
,llnn1 erasure WDpl
1
0nt
Np'3 D$VD 3'1 ,nWt 'D

2.

-3 wt
')nr VWvY't ,nW1D
iW?]n ZO13 iW ,nD
i3 DoWn3.

nptn
On the same page in the upper margin, probably only as
an exercise in writing, as in so many manuscripts, is
nin Vr pV, VwD'vl; next to it:
12D
tWNl '"1
1i3K n'?%'
3V 1"YI': 5K:XW3prV "1in

cn'n .invn

nn

Nn Dj"w
v :"3Ua-1 D"I
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Below, after an erased line:[EWIKnn-I]nr

K'i nm't3s
nrn

"3 'rL

Lower still, a short inscription consisting of three erased
lines. On the right, next to the last inscription but one:'r r , nK 1. (1 Sam. i. 20 ?) n5KW
[0Kg=]MK rIn$
',w n KK
Mp23WMDn33Dn $biW, 3P.I -1In }p1 p1n:]tpln
Beneath that an erasure. On the left of the last inscription before referred to:
"3T:"K

'1

3':1 'T n
M"1
.:n 1^Sic:,:":

In the lower half of the side are the following inscriptions:rnr 7 'Gn a \w1'D
',n naWn
DIQ u10 () t1? 1,
3plr,
o
.'~I, 'tr'm n:m T" ...n, :30- ,b '~u pns,"p.n itp,rmYu:
pnss

UKD,11:K
UK.

`I&KNWK:WK, V'1'W:D \'ID: D"' B3n '5
jDI'.

C 15

'"W wnO*z

On the outer side of the last leaf, pasted to the bookcover, the inscriptions are on the upper margin:=p1nM =3 Inaw(61 IIW'w1''w7a [?]inn Ton 11"
Dnnt
j"mT

b
nw$
Jp^

3.

Beneath, separated from the last by a stroke:-

my1T5nSlKnaD
(Dn .

pnpn
p.

Lower still an inscription of four erased lines, commencing with IDn 't.
On the lower portion of the page:1
5nSr3
Ion. nrt D'p3 1:n1 ^3^
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,i:'D3 lniD: l,KW t^W3nn cpnn '8$znDn
wn.
i n
K:nDnWD
aItnlKU
;nt- iU $v $.n
nvi:,z fI1
k6<Dvln$? 13v?T 'loptt -"in t^3
',l

'w ln pI

"In DIn

'D 'ID1'1

' 1r

a13

' n ptr vnz1113n $y 't1n $ PD1 'jim
3 '"D9 '
'lM:
V'T nDt '::V
'"7r1 'M /`
I^
'DKW cn l;1np$3t3
ltIK
~n'lIY '"I 'DK'.

tpp?

tW ^n3
Kpl:

'5 1fiwI

In the book itself the mark of the owner is only to be
found before the second section of n:v n35$n,on the blank
page 218, running thus:;:n13W:9i)
DIw rn$ImKW
3py n;1DnIlSn1 Knw13n 3pin
"' nKo.
III.
PREFACEAND SUMMARYOF THE CONTENTSOF THE WORK.,

niin
pl
.n31n-w .n3n nn 3vI:nW

n
n2nnn

,p
p3 ',nn

"1 n.nKil W nilp,i o
nn3:: nrrn ntnninn mi3n ninl? nJm
ptD trl I= v'pr rmn i nn-iDnni $;W^ ltIT 'i11T
IT
mnii
i3nn 1ns vwhx$.'ti
n'h rivnK$ nr pNID? oinDD'i
'iSNn
$ ntwn
^ DmvD$nu$ v.w1n msvti
nihm Kbw
np=YS p1p:n1
s DKp3il1ri1 nt3i KN-T1
m
61'in; nD3
Sn tnp Ilpa$ ;-'vn-

$rn lIn
inPsV
+
nVnw
/' tVi
z3p Kinl KtY
p"-m?n
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These Biblical verses form the acrosticon the ]name of
the author-Jacob.

IV.
THE FORM OF THE BILL OF DIVORCE.

On p. 450, in secondsection of t D n,in, is to be found
the form of a Bill of Divorce,issued in London.
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V.
QUOTATIONSFROM THE ETZ CHAYIM IN COD. BEROLIN.
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